HEALTH CARE IS HER TOP PRIORITY WOMAN OF
SUBSTANCE
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The name of Kanchan Naikwadi is known for her passionate
and dedicated social work in the field of health care. She has
played a key role in organizing mass level free health checkup
camps at rural area related to
heart health, diabetes,
hypertension , health talks at various

Besides, she has been at the forefront in conducting blood donation camps at various
cities in residential colonies, family and rotary clubs where donated blood is given to
registered blood banks. Naikwadu has also been instrumental in organizing the health
camps for the policemen with the sole objective of social service and boosting the
health quotient of the men in Khaki’s.
The story of Ms Kanchan Naikawadi is that of an ambitious career woman, successful
businesswoman and inspiring woman entrepreneur. Director of Indus Health Plus, a
leading preventive healthcare brand in India, Kanchan has been the driving force behind
the growth and development of Indus Health Plus. She is blessed with multiple abilities
including marketing skills, industry knowledge, superb dynamism, hardworking capability
and adventuresome spirit. Of the female entrepreneurs of India, she is a face of women
power in the 21 century. She has bagged several prestigious awards for being the
leading woman entrepreneur in the healthcare segment.
One of the main pillars and the building forces at Indus, Kanchan serves as an
inspiration for all women, to dream big and achieve bigger goals in life. She has
balanced her home and work incredibly to develop the company’s operations and
expansion plans. ‘Adventure’, being her second nature, is the driving force instrumental
in energizing her outlook to each fresh day full of fresh new ideas to be explored.
Born on August 6, 1972 in Mumbai, she completed her schooling from The Blue
Mountains, Ooty and graduated in Commerce from the Mumbai University. With an
amazing passion for speed, racing and flying, she started her career in 1993 as a
counselor with Trade Wings. Thereafter her journey began as she strived to reach the
sky, with a deep rooting to the ground.
A full time mother of two lovely girls, Kanchan has proved that multi-tasking is her forte.
Traveling and the ever eagerness to learn is the driving force behind this woman. With
an unending love to observe, grasp and implement, Kanchan’s belief is that ‘ Health is
Wealth .” Naikawadi is the Director at Indus Health Plus.

